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Goals

• To think differently about his/her research project

• To think about ethic issues linked to research projects even for 
research outside of social sciences

• To have access to some references and toolbox to build research
project in the Arctic

• To share experiences



Outline

1. Why co-production is important ? 

2. Definitions and issues linked to co-production 

3. Negociating the researcher’s place 



1. Why co-production is important? 



Qallunaat! Why White People Are Funny (Mark sandiford, Zebedee Nungak, 2007)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lazUV7PEw7w

(28 min --> 33:45)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lazUV7PEw7w


ITK, 2018



Trust issues

ITK, 2018



Research
and 
colonisation

ITK, 2018



« In the past, the vulnerability of aboriginal
communities made them easy targets for
exploitation by researchers who wished to
advance their own interests. (…) Participation
show(ed) how aboriginal communities in North
America are being empowered by research
policies and guidelines that recognize the value
of aboriginal peoples as equal partners in
research with the authority to self determine
the way in which research is carried out. »
(Annual report on the state of Inuit culture and

society 2011-2013)

“Research” is probably one of the 
dirtiest words in the indigenous
world’s vocabulary. (Smith, 2012 :1)

ITK, 2018



https://www.umu.se/en/vardduo-centre-for-sami-research/

https://www.nri.nu.ca/

https://
iassa.or

g/



https://www.umu.se/en/vardduo-centre-for-sami-research/

https://www.nri.nu.ca/

https://
iassa.or

g/



2. Definitions and issues linked to co-
production



Taken from the table of the different worldviews in which indigenous knowledge and Western 
scientific knowledge are produced, Stevenson, 1998

Traditional aboriginal values and orientations Western Values and Orientations

Cooperation Competition

Holistic view of nature Homocentric view of nature

Partnership with nature Exploitation of nature

Focus on the present Focus on the future

Practical, intuitive thinking Theoretical thinking, prone to abstraction

High group esteem, lower self-esteem High self-esteem, lower group esteem

Patience : problems will be resolved in time Impatience : problems resolved quickly

Integration of TEK and western knowledge ? 



Stage model of participation based on Wright et al. 
(Duarte et al., 2018)

Participation 



Stage model of participation based on Wright et al. 
(Duarte et al., 2018)

« For some professional scientists, 
“participatory research” implies
that “we” allow “them” (rural 
people) to participate in “our” 
research. For community
organizers or rural communities it
may mean that “they” allow
outsiders (us) to take part in local 
land use experiments and their
interpretation. (Smith, 2012 : 5)

Participation 



ITK, 2018



OCAP principles

https://fnigc.ca/ocap-training/

https://fnigc.ca/ocap-training/
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Exemple : The Human-Environment Observatory of Nunavik
(North of Québec) 



Community Based Participatory Research
(Fletcher, 2003; Constable et al. 2013; de Leeuw & Hunt, 2017)

• “Collaborative approach to research, [CBPR] equitably involves all 
partners in the research process and recognizes the unique strengths
that each brings. CBPR begins with a research topic of importance to 
the community with the aim of combining knowledge and action for 
social change to improve community health (Minkler & Wallerstein, 
2003, p. 4).

Community research Participatory Action research

Dog
First AiD 
guide

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine



3. Negociating the researcher’s place in practice 

Researchers Community members

Time PhD, research program Daily life

Space Research field Home

Expectation Peer review articles Improvement in daily
life 

…



Communication 

1. Before research :
Ethic certificate
Approval of the project by community leaders (municipal council)
To let people know that you are coming

To visit communities before the beginning of the research program
To get ambassadors
… 



ITK, 2018



Communication 

1. Before research : 
Ethic certificate
Approval of the project by community leaders (municipal council)
To let people know that you are coming

2. During fieldwork
To communicate inside communities : Local radio, Facebook 

page/ social media, go to school….

--> Let the people know who is new in the community and why there is
helicopters…. 





Communication 

1. Before research : 
Ethic certificate
Approval of the project by community leaders (municipal council)
To let people know that you are coming

2. During fieldwork
To communicate inside communities : Local radio, Facebook page/ social 

media, go to school….

--> Let the people know who is new in the community and why there is helicopters…. 

3. After fieldwork
To share the results

Keep in mind that scientific articles and posters are often not what local 
communities are expecting. 

Design research results and some deliverables that will directly benefit members
of the communities



Exemple : interactive map



Exemple : Calendar
Indigenous dog and 
Wellness project
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